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Abstract 
Communication and. social behavior of a prosimi3n primate;, 
Nvcticebus co~cang, were studied to gain a better understanding o"f 
communication and social behaviors of the. Order PrirMt~s. P'our ad~lt 
f@l.ales, ~o adult males, and one juvenile male were tile su~j~cts for 
t:he study. The focal animal technique 'lias useci to ob:serve communi-
cative and social. behaviol". Vocal behavior.s were sonagraphically 
analyied. Probability of occurrence was calculated for all behavior 
categ()ries ob.served• Conditional pr(lbabilities were calculated for 
the eight IIICSt frequently occurring behaviors in a lag sequential 
analysis. ResultS of the probability of occurrence analysis showed 
that agonistic behaviors occurred rarely or not at all• depending on 
the individual, and. that _there were ff!V differences between the 
behavior of males and ~emal~.. llesults of ~be lag s:equenttal analysis 
showed that· tbe't'e we't'e no .clear sequences of behavior. Resulu ()f c;he 
sonagra.phie analys-is showed that voectl behaviors could r:each ultra• 
sonic: levels.. Differences between the present data and comparative 
data presented in ot:her studies of prosimians are discussed. as are 
problems. with the lag sequential analysis. 
COmmunication and Social Behavior of Captive 
Slow Lorises (Yycti<:ebus coucang) 
Studies of primate communicati.on are ceritical to an understanding 
of bow primate social sys·tems .are maintained (Mader & Tenaza, 1977}. 
Co:=unic:atlon involves the emission of a signal by one animal and its 
reception by·another. C~unication is inseparable frotn social 
behavior, th4! behavior that occurs when two or more animals in a group 
physically interact with one another. Communication and social 
behavior have been studied rather extensively in. monkeys and apes, but 
very little in prosimian species such as the sl011 loris, Nvcticebus 
coucang.. Authors such as Klopfer (1977) and Wilson (1978) ha'tfe 
emphasized the importance of studying co=nunieation, and consequently, 
social behavior, to gain a better understanding of anthropoid 
communication systems, particularly the ·evolution of these systems and 
the evolution of human language. 
Appt'Oximat·ely 80% of the total number of scientific Journal 
articles concerned with prosimian behavior have been published since 
1960 {Doyle &Martin, 1974, p~ S). Various conferences, books. and 
journal articles dealing with prosimians have addressed problems of: 
a) taxonomy. morphology, and disrtribution (Fooden,. 1911; Gro'/"es, 1971, 
Kay_, 1975; Loo & Kanasgasunthercun, 1972; Oxnard, 1973; Seligsohrt, 1977; 
Szalay & Katz, 1973),, b) _behavior and ecology (Coe, 1975; Doyle, 1974; 
.Ehrlich & Hus-icant, 1977; Jolly. 1966; Martin, 1973; Martin, Doyle, & 
Walker, 1974h c) jntel Uaence (Ehrlich, 1969, 1910; Ehrlich-. Fobes, 
& King, 1976); Ehrlich & 1-fllsic:ant, 1976; Kalish-Landon & Maier. 1975; 
.. 
. 
. ; 
Passingham, l97S), d) phydolo'SY (.Amera~d1lghe, Cuyhnhexg, & Hladik, 
1911;. Chiarelli, 1972; Dene, Goodinao, Prychodko, & .Moore, 1976; 
Marech:d, Coffart, Re%nlk, & Cereb2:off, 1976; Tat.tersall & Sussman, 
1975; Yard, Silvet--. & frantcit 1976) • and e) sensory C:apacitjr/co!llmUnl-
cat'ion {Eaton., Slob, & R.estco .. 1913: Ehrlich, 196S, 1974: Epple, 1976.; 
Fobes & Ehrlich• 1971;. Fobes, Ehrlich, ~fuka.vetz, & .Rodriguez-Sierra, 
1973; King & Fo.bes. 197.4; Itl.opier, 1977; Tandy, 1976). 
Part of the reason 1o1hy there are relatively few s.tudies of 
p-rosi_mlans compat:ed .with higher primates is that many prosimians are 
difficult to observe because they are small {e. g. the slow loris 
weigbs at mo·st 1600 g) .. nocturnal, and arboreal, living as 'high as 
40 m in the trees (i,o e. Calago demidovii). Several ef.(ect:ive tech-
niques for studying the group, however, have been utilized. To find 
out wb.at these anilDals ea.t, Fooden (1971) capture4 and examined the 
s:toma:ch contents of four slow lo.rises (Nye,ticebus} in Thailand, and 
Coe (19.75) captured and exa.Drlned the ·s-tomach and intestinal contents 
of a specimen of potto (Perodicticus) in Libed ..a. Char1es-D()'l'llinique 
(1975, 1977) used radio traeking in conjunctj.on vith headlamps • 
trapping, atarking and ·releasing to conduct e.."':tensive field research 
2 
on three species of galago (Gala.&o allent, £• elegantulus, £• demioovU}, 
the po't~O (Perodicti~us) and the angwantibo (Arctocebus).. He found 
galagine speci,es have simil.ar diets, activity rhythms. population 
parameter9 •. social organizations, snd cormnunication beha.vior.s.. 
Sim.ila~ly, the African loriaine species, i.e. thepotto and the 
anpantibo, ,resetnble o11e anothex- in diet, activity patterns• a:nd social 
3 
relationships. For example, the galagines fom sm.1ll sleeping groups 
~hereas lorislnes always sleep singly. Aggressive postures and 
submissive gestures are s!tntlar for both the galagines and the lorf--
sines. 
It is generally accepted that nocturnal p·rosi::uians are • among 
extant prim.ates, the group lttast: closely related to the ancestors th:tt 
gave rise to oonkeys, apes 11 and man. Recent studies of prosirnians 
have been almost exclusively devoted to species from ~tadagascat and 
mainland Africa (e. g. Doyle, Pelletier, & Bekker, 1967; Jolly, 1966; 
Pariente• 1974; .Struhsaker. 1970; Sussman. 1974}. .Published iilfor'lll-
adon abou·t Asian prosimians is cursory. reflecting the lack of 
scientific investi-gation of these- animals. Such informat1,.on would 
enable us- to better· \lnderst~nd theseprosi'rlli<llns and their African 
relatives as a unified subgroup of primaees. 
Taxo~~my and Dist~ibution 
The slow loris (_Nzetic~bos coucana) is the subJect of the 
present study• It is in the subfamily torisinae of the family 
Lorisidae .. The lorisines are represented ·by Yvcticebus and .Lotls 
(the slender loris) in Asia and by Perodicticus (potto) and 
Arctocebus (angwantibo) in A.frica.. All lot"isines are slow-moving, 
nocturnal, at"boreal quadrupeds· (8apler &, Napier, 1967; Oxnard, 1973; 
Stern & Oxnard, 1973). On the basis of immunodiffusion studies, 
Dene et at. (1976) and Goodman (197S) questioned the relationship 
·. ---- . . 
between the As·ian and the African lorisines. However, morphologic3l• 
htstochemi(:al and karyological data (Chiarelli, 1972; Ellis & !K.ontag_na, 
I 
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1963; Hill. 195.3; Napier & !lapier • 1967) indicate a close relationshi;» 
·between these lorisines which la also evident in the cranial morpho-
l,ogy of extinct and recent specimens (Szalay & Katz• 1973). As 
Luckett (1974) and Simpson (1975) point out• meaningful evolutionary 
elass-if~cat:ions cannot be based upon the nature of any single feature 
or character complex. 
Nycticebus is distribut.ed in southeast Asia from India. south~ 
war-ds and eastwards into Burtllat 'Thailand. Vietnam, Laos, Cambodia, 
Malaya, Sumatt-a, Java-. Borneo. the Philippines, and many adjacent 
islands >including Tioman. Natuna, and. Bangk.a (Groves. 1971; ~7apier & 
Napier,. 1967., p. 234) .• 
Behavioral Studies 
l:labitat. There have been no extensive field studies of 
Nycticebus .. It is aenerally believetl .that: the species' preferred 
habitat is dense forest (Buettner.-Janusct);.• 1966; Elliot & Elliot, 
1967; Fooden, ·1971; Grizmek. 1972: Napier & Napier, 1967; Roonwal & 
Hohnot", 1977). .Pooden (1971) collected one specimen of Nycticebus 
10 m above ground in an evergreen tree arid three specitnens 5 .m above 
ground in a clump of bamboo.. Elliot and Elliot (1967) sighted 
Ny<:ticebus 4 lll above ground tn dense secondary growth in Malaya. 
Tenaza (Note 1) observed- !Ycticebus .5 - 10 m above ground in trees 
around imperata. clearings in Khao Yai National Park, Thailand. 
General. In the l,abora:tory .. Nyctic.ebus is act:ive throughout the 
night (Ehrlich, 1968; Tenaza, Ross, Tanticharoenyos, & Berkson. 1969). 
TiDe of avaken:tng ·varies ·with cloud eover, precipitat:ion, temperature 
I 
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and wind (~<avanau &>Peters, 197.6).. Activity of Nyc·ticebu$ is 
inhibited by tot-al darkness (Ehrlich~ .!!• • 1976; tc.avanau, 1977), 
indicating that visual as well as other cues determine. activity 
(Doyle, 1974; Ehrlich.!! .!!•, 1975; Ehrlich .!! !.!•, 1976). 
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Captive Nvcticebus prefer to sleep i,n dar:k at'e<!s of their cages 
by day. Thusj many authors (e. g. Grizmek, 1972; Hill, 1953; Napier 
& Napier, 19.67) h.ave hypothesized that these animals sleep in tree 
hollows in the wi.ld. However, Charles-Dominique (1977) pot~ts out 
that wi.thout patches of foliag~ nor~lly .found !n the wild, the 
animals ~ill retreat to .any nes .. tbox provided in captivity; this holds 
tt'Ue for related lorisinea • 
. Diet. c,apt,ive . Nycticebus prefer foods with high sugar content • 
~speci:ally sweet fruit (Fobes & Ehrlich; 1971; Fobes ~ .!!:!.·, 1972~ 
Hill, 1953.; Pournelle, 19..55).. Diets .in captivity have included 
grapes, bana·nas, oranges, apples, a-ates. lDilk, cereal, cottage cheese 
and d;!fferettt vegetables (Ehrlich & ·~sicant. 1976; Kalish•Landon & 
Maier, 1972; Pournelle, 1955~ Tenaza ~ :!!•• 1969}. They appear to 
prefer ins.ec:ts and m·eat over other kinds of f.ood (Hill, 1953; Napier 
& Napier, 1967; Tenaza & Chinn. Note 2). 
Territory. Evidence on home range or terri~ory is lacking, 
Nycticebus mark surroundings vith urine in captivity and it is likely 
~hat sueh markin·g serves eommun:lcatory fu.nct·ions in the wild. Seitz 
(1969) found tha.t io the laboratory, male slow lorises mark the 
boundaries of their "territ9ries" with urine whereas females <lid little 
mat'king of this kiod. The animals . could discriminate ·between ·samples 
1· 
'· 
.'i 
o.f ~heir ow urine and samples .of urine from other males or frona 
females. 
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SociaL NV'cticebus is sometimes described as a solitary species. 
However• a gz::oup tl)at Fooden (1971) collected consisted of an adult 
male, an adult fertale, and . art infant• Perhaps social groupings are 
siillilar to Perodlc:ticus, Where the home range of one raale overlaps 
that ~f one or more females (Charles-Dom:inique, 1977). 
In the laboratory, lorises familiar with each other in a 3.26 x 
.4.27 m rooms spend the majority of their waking hours together 
(Ehrlich & Musicant, 19.77). Ehrlich .and ~fusicant {i977) conclud·e that 
wildborn . sla~~ loris adults can indicate to· prospective partners theit 
willingness to be groomed or to engage in play-fights. These 
solicitations appeared to be unclerstood by others in th'e group because 
they had a. high probability of being· followed by appropriate re$ponses 
(70%: fol:' play solicitations and 90% for trooming sQlicitations). They 
also found that ~n their groups of Nyct:icebU:9 .· agonistic encounters 
resul(;ing in wounds occur only in males living inmulti:-rnale. groups 
and not in females living in ~lti-feoale groups. 
Mother-tnfartt relations. Whether or n:ot Nvcticebus is a seasonal 
breeder in the labor.atory is uncer.tain (~tanley, 1966a; Na_pler & ~apier, 
1961). Single young are usually born (Banks, 1931; Hill, 1953) 
although twinning occasionally occurs {R.oo~al & !1ohnot, 1977). Partur-
ition occurs during the day (Jolly, 1973) and the male has been observ~d 
to ''assist" !:l the delivery (!.furray, Note 3}. l'he- precocious neonate 
ia born fully furred with open eyes (ACharjyo & !Usra, 1973a., 19?3b; 
!. 
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Tenaza, Not:e l). It may remain dependent on its mother ·for up to nine 
months before being weaned (Crandall, 1964·: Manley
11 
19.66b, 19.67; 
Medway. 19.69; Napier & Napier. '1967). The young infant clings to its 
mother and nurses most of the day. Roonwal and Mohnot (1977) observed 
thiS ·behavior to terminate at 1 - 8 weeks.. llowever • the male in !ant 
loris born 1n Tena~a•s c:olony in Stockton continued to nurse until he 
was 6 months cld (Tena:z:a & Chinn. ·Note 2). An infant. J;nay wande·r about 
by itself during the nocturnal activity period whe.n it is only a day 
old (Acharjyo & Hisra. 1973a, l973b).. 'There is minimal contact 
between mother and infant during this nocturrtal activity period 
although relations appear amicable (Terta.za & Chinn •. Note 2). Eh'rlich 
(1974) comnents that lllOther and infant lorises at'e separated much of 
the time from the outset. In the wild, •. Hill (1937) reports that 
mother lorises place their infants on the ground. while foraging. Both 
Hill (1937) andManley (1966b) report that during the night. infants 
as young as Otifi!. to five days old may be left suspended alone ·under a 
branch for long periods of t:lnte which increase as the infant gets 
older. 
Communicat:ive behavior. Vocalizations of captive N'vcticebus 
are described in published laboratory and field accounts as feeble 
crackling sounds (Roonwal &· Mohnot. 1977, p. 60)., low growls. grunts. 
and shrill chatter (Andrew, 1963. 1964:; Hill, 195:3; .Napier & Napier. 
1967; Newell, 1972), l<Xt buzzing hisses w.itb the mouth open, single 
high•pitched.notes, high clear whistles and clicking sounds (Blanford. 
1888 ... 91; Butte't'field, 1954; tuliot & Elliot, 1967; Hill. 1953; Medway., 1. 
·• ' 
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1969). These accounts imply a. very si!nple system gf auditory eo=:uni-
c:;~tion although eviden-c:e f<>r a S}'Stem of COilDUnication has y~t to be 
published. 
As centioned eadier • it is U .. kely that urine marking in C3pt1ve 
Nvcticebus serves a communicat:ory function in the wild. A male slOW' 
loris in ·Tenaza' s colony in Stockton app·ear~d t:o be highly agitated 
and ertgrossed J,n a pucldle of his ma,.te's urine (the anil!l."ll was living 
with a female and their infant at the :time); he rubbed his face in it: 
r}lythm.ically in a ste-reotypical fashion four sep3rate .occasions in a 
single night and was seeri to repeat the behavior about a month later 
(Chinn, Sote 4). The same male was observed to rub his face in his 
own urine more than onee {Tenaza & Chinn. Note i:). 
The importance of aud"itory (or chemical) signaling may be hypo-
thesized in nocturnal prosimians because of tbe lack of visual cues 
availabl.a in their environment during their activity period. Unlike 
diurnal social pros·imians (Jolly, 1966) • nocturnal. prosimians sueh as 
N_ycticebus are unable to rely heavily on vbual signaling. Hence. 
they might be hypothesi~ed to concentrate more on aud·itory (or cheml-
cal) signals and tQ' have an even more complicated communication system 
than diurn.tl pro91mians. Such a. degree of complexity might be antici-
·pated, if, as Ehrlich and Musicant {1977) reason, slow lor1se9 are as 
sociable in the w-ild as they are ;in captivity. 
the objective of the present study was to investigate comna.mi-
c:ative and social beh~viors of the slow loris by studying both the 
overall probability of oc:currence of various ·behaviors and sequential 
I 
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relationships of these behaviors t.o each other. Voc.:~.li~ations "'et"e 
among the behavior categories obserVed'; they were analy~ed sonagraph-
icaUy. AnalYsis of -these data provide<! evidence on the functional. 
significan<!e of si&nals in this prosimian species and also broadened 
the comparative b<Jsis for gaining a better understanding of communi-
cation and social be.ltaviors in the Order Primates. 
!-let hod 
Subjects 
'nle subjects were three male and four female slow· lorises 
(Nvcticebus coucang). Exact ages of the animals are unknown except 
for two males and one female born in Stockton. California {1970-exact 
date unknown; September 2, 1977; January 16, 1971. respectively). 
The estimated ages of the remaining wildhorn adult ani:nals range from 
8 - 10 yrs. Five of the loris-es are on long term loan from the 
California Department of Fish and Came. Two are on loan from a private 
owner. 
. AJ?earatus 
One group (two females, one male) was noused in· a l~o22 ·x L22 X 
1.52 m cage. Each of two mal~female pat.rs were housed. in .91 x .91. 
x 1.52 11 cages • One of t;he pair of cages faced the south vall of the 
laboratory_. another pair cage faced thE! north wall. and the group 
cage faced tb:e east ·wall. Cages were. made from 12 gauge weld wire 
cloth. Cages were equipped with food dishes, drinking bott.les, climb-
ing ropes, wooden perches. and nestboxes. Cage floors were vir'e and 
thus allowed feces and other lJastes to fall into trays filled with 
j 
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pine shavings belo\1. The laboratory was equipped with a powerful 
exhaust fan in the ceiling which ran continuously to ~Mlnt<lin a flow 
of fresh air through t}le room. 
,Data were recorded with an Esterline Angus event recorder ~todel 
A620X. The recorder has a hand-held pushbut:trin dbpla'y bo.'i"Cd vith 19 
buttons. each but~on is connected to its own pen on a po1ygr:lphic 
displ~y appara.tU!l. The polygraph, vrites on a continuqus·loy lDovlng 
stripchart. Vocalizatiorts were recorded with a Uher 4000 Report tape 
recorder and a parabolic ditectio'[lal microphone. Sound spectrographs 
of the vocalizatiO"ns were made with a "Sonagrapb•' 6.061B sound spectr.o-
graph. 
Procedure 
Animals were fed a diet o£ high protein Purina monkey chov arid3 
vaJ:iety of fruits, vegetables,, meat. insects,, and t~tilk. Ani!lials vere 
maintained on a reverse light-dark cycle• 12 hrs. light, 12 •hr.s. d.u}t, 
including simulated twilight: in the morning and evening. Dim red 
lighting illuminated the cages for observation during the dark phases • 
. Behavioral taxonomy. Observation via "ad lib satl.\plingn, i. e. 
r.ecord"ins detailed ob-servations of the animals in hand'lott'itten notes 
(Altmann, 1974). was done prior to this study to thoroughly familhrite 
tlle e-xperimenter/observer with the behavior of the ani:nals. The list 
of behavioral categories presented in Table 1 was adapted from these 
notes .and fr:ombehavior categories reported elsewhere (Andre"f, 1963; 
Charles-DOr:dnique. 1977; Ehrlich :& Mus,icant:, 1977; ~..aurus. 1978,; 
tand:t• 1976). 
I 
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Obse1.-ver training and agreement. Training of . one observer oth\! r 
than the experimenter (myself) was done by meang. of .asdgnln~ her 
appro:priate readings (e~ g. AltJDann, 1973; Sackett:, 1978) and by 
practice sessions with the experitnente·r to achieve at least 35%. 
agreement. ·Initially. during practice sessions, the obael'Ver and I 
conferred and compaTed behavior records. In at least .two ptaetice 
sessions and in subsequent da'ta sessions. there was n:o con! erence Qr · 
comparison of behavior records.. I utilized the Esterline Angus 
event recorder, and the observer used a check. sheet of .a.q. behav:f,or 
categories vhich allowed for tl)e collection of comparable data Conly 
eme Eliterl.ine Angus was ayailable). Agreement was check,ed once a 
week tbroug}\out the course of the study t .o ensure accurate data 
collection. Agreement was calculated as follows :by interval per 
obset'Vation of a focal animal: 
% agt'eemerit • agreements 
agreements+ disagreements 
Establishment of peak hours of social activ ity. This was 
accomplished by tallying behavior once every 3o-sec. for each animal' 
for 2o-m1n. by glancing at each animal only long enough to deternine 
what activi:ty it was engaged in at. the moment. Each of the 12-hrs • 
o.f waking ac:.tivlty lias sampled twice (on different days) It for elC.ample. 
the ttme period betve:en 1800 - 1900 hrs. was sampled on two different 
days. There were two 2-hr. observat.ion ses·sions l'er day for 6 days. 
totalling 24-hrs. of observation fr.om February 13 to Feb.ruary 18. 
1979. 
Obse~ationd. technique. After peak hours of socia1 activity 
; 
··i 
.i 
.· . 
Table 1 
Taxonocy of .Behav_ior ~tegories 
I. Agonistic behaviors 
A. Attac~ - ani::nal attempts .to bite or bites a-nother anim.il 
B. Pursui~ - animal chases another animal 
C. Threat - -animal faces another animal with open mouth and 
bared teeth 
12 
D • . Asgertion - animal may snatch, investigate. or share fopJ held 
by an·other animal · 
Eo Fight - one animal wrestles vigorously with another animal 
and attempts to bite or does bite the other anlt:t3l 
F. Subordlnance - one .animal, after a fight. sequenc~. may tu-rn 
aw:ay with its head down or retreat and leave proximity of the 
other anim.al 
G. Aggressive, vocalization - one anl:t.al may emit high-pitched 
clicking sounds (looo-8000 or 1000-18000 Hz) at another. 
aninlal · · 
II. ASsociati~e/.u-filiative behaviors 
H. t{udge-Snfff - one. ~ima.l may nose at anothet· animal's genitalia 
I. Stretch-t~rtggle - an ani1nal may hang ·by its feet from a perch 
or from the top of the cage and expbse its ventral -surface 
J. Follow - one animal moves after another animal. sto.pping when 
the other stops. and starting when the other starts 
K. Croom - one animal licks another animal usually while grasping 
the. other's body with. the hands 
L. !,lay - mutual exchange of mock fighting between t.wo animals 
M. Frieodly voealhation - one animal may emit short crackle 
noises .(1000-7000 or 1000-11000 liz) at another animal 
Ill• Spat·ial behaviors 
N. ~roach - one animal DIOVes towards another .animal 
o. Leave ~ one ani!D.al mo.ves at least o. 30 m away from another 
animal 
IV. Sexual behaviors 
P. Whistle - a clear, h·igb-pitched note o(ten g;tven by females in 
esu:us but :can be given by · males. (1000-22000 HZ) 
v. Self•Direc:ted behaviors 
Omitted from behaviors observed; data conc~ntrated Or\ the 
interac:tioQ of behaviors between animals. 
were established via tallying the number r;;£ inter.actional eX:chan~es 
ver focal an1ma·1. an o_bserve1tion schedule vas devised arc>und the 
hours 1800 - 2400 ·hrs. ~imal wet"e observ'ed ~n a rQ~ational bash 
(which _animal .ca.n~e first in each session was dete.rmined by a random 
nuZ!Iber_s table). 
13 
'nle focal anil3al tech,nlque was us .ed. The ·technique. is presume!.~ 
to provide relatiVely unbiased. data relevant to a wide variety of 
11uestions about spontaneous social behavior in groups (~Utmann. 19.74). 
:The first animal chosen (via a random numbers table) was obs.erved for 
a period of lO-min. If. however. after 5-~n. nothing happened, the 
obserirer and I proceeded to the next animal, and so on. Each 
ob$ervation session consisted of .four 10-min. intervals. followed by 
a subse·quent 6Q...;m!n. of no observation., followed by three 10-mtn. 
intervals. until approximat,ely 2-hrs. total observation w.as reached 
for the session.. All ani.'llals were observed at: least twice weekly over· 
a 6-wk. period• February 28 t .o April 3• 1979. 
Behaviors wereencoded onto channels of the event recorder. A 
channel was depressed as lon-g a;s the behaviot" occ~rre~ to obtain what 
Sackett (1978) callS "continuous real, t~emeasurement ... Data from 
the resulting sttipchart wa~r tallied on suml!iary sheets. The stdp-
ehar.t was supplemented with handwri.tten notes ~i.tten at the e-p.d of 
th~ sess:ion by either the obseritar or I. Th,e tape recorder ran 
during the -entirety of each observation session in. conjunction wtt·h a 
parabC)lic microphone ... 
' 
. i 
I 
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Results· 
In. order to a.nalyze overall probability o£ (lccurrence of the 14 
beh.:avlor categori~s 9bserved. the 1.0.-min. observation sessions were 
diVided into 30-sec:. intervals. Each behavior was scoted either as 
an occurrence or nonoccurrence during. each 3Q-sec .. interval. The 
f ·i.rst lO sess.ions during 1.-hich at least six behaviors occurred were 
scored in this manner: ff)r each subject. Inter.observer agreement. w3s 
maintained at 85% throughQUt the couse of the study. Agreement was 
calculated us-ing the .l~sec. interval data in each session by: 
% agreement • . , agreements 
agreements + disagreemencs 
Table 2 shows the mean probability of .occurrenc.e for males, 
female$ an4 the juvenile. ·Results showed that there were almost no 
differences between males, females and the juvenile. M.illes and 
females d:tffered by .09 in the ieave category and b}' .12 in the groom. 
.category. with f-emales doing slightly more leaving than males and 
males doing slightly more groaming than females. Appro3ch, leave~: 
fo·llov, groom, play., st;:retch-wriggle, nudge-sniff, .and aggressive 
vocalbation occurred JDOSt frequently. Subordination, friendly 
vocalization, fight, ll.it, attack, and snap occurred rarely or no·t at. 
all, depending on the individual. 
A lag sequential analysis a.s described by Sackett in Gottman and 
Ba)(e:man (Note S) and })y Bakeman (1978) was performed on the eight 
most frequently occurring b:ehaviors. In a lag sequential analysis, 
each beh.Wior is us,ed as a criterion (startirtg point} behavior;. The 
con.didonal .probabilities at wleh .a- behavior follows some cri:terion 
:. 
i 
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Mean :Pz:-o\)abUlty of Occurt"ence of Each Behavior Ob .. ~rved 
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with no .intervening behaviors (lag one), vith t.Vo intervening behav.iors 
(lag tvo), vith three intervening behaviors {lag three), and so on are 
comp.uted for as many lags as are ctf interest by: 
p (X/A) • ·total I of oceurreoces of behavior X at lag A_ 
total iJ of occurrences of all eight behaviors at, lag A 
Z~scores· are computed for all conditional probabilities to detec.t 
behaviors occurring with greater or less than chance occurrence at a 
given lag by~ 
z· • (X - NP)// NPQ 
where X • total I of occurrences of behavior X a.t lag A 
N • total I of occurrences ·of all behaviors at lag A 
P • probability of CJccurrence of behavior X at any lag 
Q • .probability of nonoccurrence of behavior X at any 
lag (or Q = 1 - P) 
z-scores represent the d.eviation of the probability of behavior X at 
lag A from the probability of behavior X occurring ·anywhere in the 
sequence re:gardless of lag. By exautining the z-scores for the 
·. -- - . 
cond!tion<ll probabilities for each criterion at the 1\0,mber of lags of 
i(lt~r,st one $hould be able to d~;d.ye s~quenc:es of behavior. 
th• wide variation of du.r~t;!on ()f behaviors and of time be~ween 
behaviors made it necessary .to .score the sequential analysis not ~Y 
30-sec: •. intervals • as was done with the probabilities of occurrence 
-.nalysis, but rather behavior by behavior, i. e ... even·t- sequence data 
(Gotttnan & &.akeman, No-te 5) • R.e.sults of t ·be lag sequential analysis 
in Table 3 indicated that there were ·no clear sequences of behavior. 
I 
. I 
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Table 3 
Lag Sequentia'l Prob:1bilitles for ..Eight 
Most Freque:ntly Occurring Behavior9 
a. Criterion .. approach 
b. Criterion • leave 
c. Criterion • follow 
d. Criterion • gt'oom 
*+ > +1.96 
*- < -1.96 
behavior 
approach 
leave 
fdllow 
groom 
play 
stretch-wriggle 
nudge-sniff 
agg. vocal. 
behavior 
appr.oach 
lee!"e 
follow 
groom 
play 
stre·tch-wriggle 
nudge-sniff 
agg. vocaL. 
behavior 
approach 
leave 
follow 
groom 
p:lay 
stretch-wriggle 
nudge--sniff 
agg. vocal. 
behaviot' 
approac;h 
leave 
follow 
groom 
play 
stret.Ch-wriggle 
oudge- sniff 
agg. vocal. 
1 
.00*-
.35 
.01*-
.u 
•. 04 
•. ll*+ 
.30*+ 
.05 
1 
1: } 
.15 .17 
• 28 .16 
.18*+ .06 
.18 .18 
~04 ._03 
.o6 .o.l 
.07*+ .0.9 
.OS .OA 
. lag 
2 3 
• 17*+ .Ol*+ .2.4 
.00*- .~4*+ .2? 
.20*+ .Ol*-· .12 
.QO*- •. o7 .16*+ 
.oo .01 .0.3'*+ 
.. o2 .o6 .o.:). 
.00*- .11 .05 
.02 .07 .os 
l 
.07*-
• .74*+ 
.. 07 
.05 
.Q2 
.o~ 
.o.z 
.oo 
1 
lag 
2 
.62*+ 
.19*-
.os 
.04 
.oo 
.04 
.04 
.oo 
lag 
l 
.oo•- .32*+ 
.45 .06*-
•. 00 .13--+ 
.23 .19 
.04 .03 
.11*+ .03 
.02 .03 
.1S .19 
3 
.09 
• 53 
. 12 
.oo 
.03 
.03 
.18 
.03 
3 
.oo•-
.5.4*+ 
.. oo 
.13 
.oo 
.oo 
.17 
.17 
4 
.19 
.33 
.os 
.J6 
.03 
.07 
.08 
.06 
4 
.19*-
.4i*+ 
.07 
.10 
.01 
.05 
.oa 
.oa 
4 
.42 
.33 
.06 
.03 
.OJ 
~OJ 
.06 
~03 
4 . 
~ .39*­
.22 
.06 
.oo 
.11 
.oo 
.06 
.11 
.. 
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Tab.le 3 
(continued) 
e. Criterion • :play behavior 1 
b,& 
2 l 4 
a.pp.roach .oo .13 .13 .08 .:· 
leave .15 .2S .• 13 .21 
foliow .oo .06 ;.06 .09 
groom .35*+ .oo .13 .oo 
play .10 .38 .o06 .45 
stretch-wriggle .20*+ .oo .n .oo r 
nudge-sniff ,.Q5 .oo .13 .09 I. 
agg,. vocal. .15 .l,j .;25 .09 I 
t l3s 
f. Criterion 
-
stretch-wriggle behavior 1 2 3 4 I 
ap.proach .os· .00*- .3) . ·• 25 
leave .12*- .50 .41 .58 
follow .OQ .oo .07 .08 
groom .58*+ .15 .oo .oo 
play .15 .os .13 .oo 
stretch-wriggle .oo .05 .07 .oo 
nudge:-snif f .04 .o-s .00 .oo 
agg. vocal. .04 .20*+ .oo .08 
las 
g. Criterion • n:udge-$~iff behavior 1 2 3 4 ·l 
approach .02*- .31*+ .22 .17 
leave .42 .27 .38 • J-7 
.follolol .04 09 .02 .20 ... 
groom • .1.1 .13 .u .12 
play .04 .oo .00 .0.2 
stretch-wriggle .02 .oo ~07 .01 
nudge-sniff .25 .. 18 .16 .. 02*- I 
agg. vocal .. .04 .02: .04 .02 I 
I as . f 
h. Criterion • agg. vocal. behavior 1 2 3 4 
.approach .00*- .21*+ .04 .13 
leave .3·21t+ .07 .16 .21 
follow .oo • 11 .04 .04 . 
~· groom .41*+ .04*- .48*+ .04*-
~ .· play .os .oo .oa .04 
!:' ·-. stretch-wriggle .08*+ .oo .oo .oo 
*+ > +l.t96 
nudge-sniff .03 .oo .os .oo 
agg. vocal. .ii*- .51*+- .12*- .54*+ 
*-
( 
-1.96 
If one ref·~rs to panel ;!. (criterion • approach) ., for example, 
significantl.y positive :!_-SCOTes occur a.fte~ approach for stretch-
wriggle and nudge-srifff,. which may ftuther be followed by follow or 
nudge sniff.. This sequencing of ~ehaviors from panel .!• however, is 
not supported by }?anel !. (crit.erion ... stretch-vri~gle) \oihere groom 
follow~ stretch-wriggle or by panel .& (criter:i.o.n ... nudge-sniff) 
1o1here no significant .!.~scores occur after nudge-sniff in lag one. 
The la-g sequential analysis was further examined by looking. a·t 
the three most probable outcomes in the first lag for the eight most 
19 
frequently occurrin~ bebaviors regardless of significance of .=:.;.,scores. 
These data are presented in Table 4. There was a reciprocal relation .. 
ship .between some behav'ior$ such tha.t when behav.tor X occurred, 
behavior Y followed, and when behavior Y occurr-ed, :behayior X followed. 
This was often found in a behavior record of the same <tnimal in the 
same session although such a relatiottsnip could occur in different 
s .esaions in d.ifferent animals. 
Vocal behaviors did not occur with grl!!at frequency relative to the 
other behaviors observed; of the 929 total .behavio.rs occurring in 14 
behavior .categories for all subjects. -only 47 w~re v.ocal behaviors. 
Of the tape recordings from those behavior records used that could he 
evaluated clearly in the sonagraph. 4 of the vocal behaviors were 
classed as friendly, the remaining as aggressive. It should be noted 
that vocalizations clas.sed as aggtessive were based on limited prior 
observation. It :Uy have been preferable t:o classify the vocalizations 
by s_tructure tb-an by presumed function. 
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Table4 
Th-ree Most . Probable Outcomes in the First Lag for 
Eight Most F.requently Occurring Behaviors 
_ Aperoaeh, 
leave (.35) 
nudge ... anif f (. 301t+) 
stretch-wriggle ( .l3tt+) 
PlaY, 
grQom (.3S~+) . 
stretch-wriggle (..2011+) 
agg. vocal. h15) 
leave (.15) · 
•+ ) +1.96 
tt• < ... 1.96 
~ 
appr~ach (.77*+) 
follc)w (. 20111+). 
4lgg. vocal. ( .02) 
St~eteh-Wrizgle . 
gto~~ (,58*+) 
play <~15) 
bave (.12*-) 
F4>llow 
leave (.74*+) 
appl:Qac h ( • 07 '-..;) 
f(,llow (•07) 
groom ('.05) 
Nudge•Snif_f · 
leave (.42) 
riudge-.snfff (. 25} 
groom (,17) 
Gr~o.m 
--
leave (. 45) 
groom {.23) . 
agg. voea 1. { ·15) 
Agg,; Voc,al. 
groom. (, 41*+) 
leave <~32'*+) 
agg. ~oc:al. <•11*-) 
N 
0 
l. ; : 
.t . 
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Aggressive vo(;alizations were almost a-lways observed in eonjunc-
tion vitb increasing or decreasing distance between animals in the 
present study, not with aggressive behavior per !!.• Behavior records 
show that 12 of the 23 incidences of aggressive vocalization led to 
leave behavior in the first lag of the four toeill lags evalu.1ted in 
conditional probabilities in Table 3. Behavior record·s sho\ol that 15 
o! the .29 incidence·s of aggressive vocalization led to groom in the 
first lag of four total lags evaluated in Table 3, and, 12 of the 29 
incidences of aggressi'/e "ocalization led to groom in the third lag of 
four total lags evaluated irt Table 3. The· conditional probabillties 
calcul3.ted for aggressive vocalization as a crite-rion behavior show 
that leave in the first lag artd groom in the first and third lags 
{Table 3_. panel h) have a .!,-score greater than +1.96• 
The vocalizations recoX'<led sounded very si111llar but were grouped 
into tw.o. basic types, shrill clicking noises and short crac1de noises. 
The shrill clicking noises • assumed to be the a.ggressive vocalhatiof\S• 
occurred more frequen1;ly than the short crackle noises. assumed to be 
the friendly vocalizationa. 
In the sonagraphic analysi$, the shrill clicking noises could 
f.urtheT be divided into groups llit.lt t"'ok) fre~uency ranges, 1000 - 8000 
Hz and 1000 - 18000 lb:.. Clicking ·noises of 1000 .... 8000 Hz, with the 
doQJinant frequency concentraced at 5000 - 6000 Hz, showed a pattern 
in sonagraphic a:oalysis of thin cplumns of sound that had no clear 
begiuning or end. An example of a sonagraph of these sounds is 
presented in FigUre 1.. Clicking noises of 1000 - 18000 Hz_. with the 
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Figure 1. Example of a 1000 - 8000 ltz ~licking nobe. 
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dondnant frequctJ,cy at 50()0 - 6000 Rz, shm.ted a pattern in sonagraphic 
analySis of progressively int-ensified noise wit.h a definite beginnin·g 
and end. At.. example of a sonagraph of these sounds is presented in 
Flgure . ~. Short crackle noises-. such as the example of a sonagraph 
presented in Figure 3, were of 1000 - 7000 Hz with the dominant 
frequenc)' concentrated at 1000 - 2000 Hz. In the sanagraphic analysis 
these noises had no clear begiM.tng. or end. Further sonagraphic 
analysis of the noise shown in Figure 3 revealed a 11\Uch wid.er range 
frol.Q 1000 - 22000 Hz with the dominant frequency concentrated at 
2000-80.00 Hz. From handwritten notes written during the course of 
observation, the shrill clicking noises were associated with maintain-
ing distance o.r increasing distance between tvo animals, The short 
.crackle noises were associated with decreasing distance betveen two 
animals. 
Discussion 
"One of the lDO&t striking findings in the analysis of the mean 
probability of occurrence of behaviors observed was the very low 
"incidence of agonistic behaviors. The agonistic categories .subordination. 
figl)t, attack, pursuit, and threat did not occur a.t all in t:he records 
used for the .data analysis. Assert.ion occurred only 2Z of the time. 
' . 
' The low incidence of agonisti.c behavior-s is also reflected in the 
records. of all observations done during the entire study. During the 
entire study only on.e · fight vas ob~erved. 'I'he fight included subordi n-
ation,. f~gbt, attack, pursuit. and threat. The data from the present 
study are in agreement with Ehrlich and. Musicant's (1977) findings for 
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their two one- :nal.e-/multi-!emale groups of sww lorfses housed in 3.66 
x 4.27 m ro~oms. They found· that when . fighting did occur_. there were 
'no wounds and that the great ai;a.jority of such encounte-rs did not 
appear to be ser.ious. The data are not eompara~le to results of a 
study of a related lorhine . (g~l;igine), Gala.so crass!caudatus (galago). 
T~ndy (1974) found for her gr()t1P of eight animals• housed in a 5. 4 x 
8. 3 x J.la room. nearly equal percentages of agortistic and non-
agonistic behaviors. Differences between the present d3ta and the t~o 
studies c·ited iDay be due t~ true species differences or to the leng.th 
of time the ani:nals had been associated wi.th one another. The animals 
.in the present ex.peri:l1el'lt and in Ehrlich and Musicant'!r (19.77) animals 
had ·bee~ . together at least .two 4nd one-half months whereas mo.st of 
Tandy',- .animals had been in. contact. with each other only' since their 
captur:e two \leeks earlier. Tenaza (Note 1) comments that in slo'lo7 
lorise-s housed together for only t~o weeks fight; not only do males 
fight with males, females fight with females. It should be noted that 
the amount of agonistic behavior is also hi~hly variable in different 
spechs of the higher primates. 
Results of the probability. of occurrence analysis shO\o.-n in: Taple 
1 do not indicate .that ·there were any marked differences betW'een mal.es 
and females in the behavior cat·egod.es observed. This is not 
consb~ent with .Ehrlich and Musicant (1977) who foun4 in their one-
maie/muld.-fell'lale aroup.s that females groomed males 1!lore th.an males 
groomed females; percentage social grooming time for females grooming 
males ranged £rem 28 - 67%, percentage grooming time for males groolrlng 
! !.· 
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.females ranged from 20 - ,594. Males iJl Ehrlich and ~usicant 's (1977) 
groups were m()re frequent initiat·ors of thre<tt and ~ttack s.ituntionli.·• 
In a closely related lori$j.ne, PuodiC'ticus potto (potto). fpps (1974) 
founc:f that mo.st of the co11tacts, such as gro.oming, were initiated by 
the male. lter animal$ were housed in individual cages and observed 
in a large observat-ion room central to their cages. She also observed 
that: the male was most often the initiator of contacts and the female 
determined the duration of the contacts. Gr.ooming attempts by the male 
were frequently met by vocal threats by the female. In a less closely 
related lorisine, Galago crassicaudatus (galago), Tandy• s (1974) data 
do not indicate marked differences between males and females. She 
obs·erved colllparable percentages o~f agonistic and non-agonistic behaviors 
for bath sexes. The probability of occurrence of particular behaviors 
such as grooming can differ markedly betveen males and females in the 
higher pt111iates. Dominant males in large groups of Old World monkeys 
and apes are· likely to be groomed more often than the.y groom others .• 
except when the (emale is in estrus (Jolly, 1972)4' 
Re·sults of the probability of occurrence analy$:i.s do not indicate 
that there were any differences between adult·s and the juv.enile in .the 
behavior categories ob$erved. l)ifferences in the probability of 
oc:cun::ence of pay:tic~lar behaviors ~etween adults and. yourig animals are 
likely to be a func:t·ion o.f bodily size and bndily maturity. The 
juvenile. in the present study was similar to an~dult in size and 
weight. Perhaps the absence of marked size and physic~! l!latUrity 
differences be.tween adults and the. juvenile accounts for the similarity 
ill behavioral data. There are few data on differences between age 
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,groups in this species except for a casuaL mention that an anim..1l of 
rwo and one-half months· engaged in less contact with adults in which 
it was the initiator of corttact, than adults did with one anothe·r 
{£hrlich & :fusfcant, 1917)• 
Results of the lag sequential analysis suggest no clear behavioral 
sequences but:· do suggest that. most behavior patterns are very short and 
almost instantaneous. This is indicated .by a high probability o-f leave 
after approach at all four lage (Table 3, panel. a:). The analysis <tls.o 
suggests that behavior· patterns are ·highly unpredictable. This is 
indicated by the high degree of variability of particular behaviors that 
occtar after each of the eight critl.'!rion behavion. 
It is possible that this method of detecting sequence-s is not 
very hel.pful \~'hen the behavior categories are complex and can occur 
concut.rently., and when t·here are large numbers of beha,ior categories. 
The complexity of a behavior category can influ,ence how precisely the 
category can be initially defined for obsetil'ation. The number of 
behavior categories can influence the accuracy with loihich the conditional 
probabilities are calculated, particularly when the data is hand~talli.ed. 
In the example pr-ovided by Gottman and Bakeman (Ncrte 5) a young child 
is evaluated for four simple behavior categories, take, hit:, cry. and 
give. When each of the four behavior categories is used as a criterion 
behavior. a behavior sequence confirmed for all four' behaviors is not 
obtained. In the present study • 14 ec~tegories. were used .• 
It$ mentioned in the Results t. almost all of the vocal behaviors 
observed were classed as aggressive vocalizations rather than friendly 
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vocalizations. the aggressiv-e label was conferred on vocal behav·iors 
based on limited prior observations. As was -pointed out in the Results; 
vocalizations labeled as aggressive were not associated. with aggressive 
.behaviors 2e! !! in the majority of the observations in the behavior 
records used for the analysis,. The more appropriate t.lbel for the 
vocalizations classed as aggressive may be sub:nhsive; the aggressive 
label shou-ld be reserved for· those vocalizations emitted in agonist-ic 
encounters which .include submission as well as attack and threat. The 
results of the study. as they concern vocal behav.iors. emphasizes the 
need for more data on vocal behav:ior in this species. class Hying the 
vocalizations by st.ructure than by presumed function. 
It is interesting that the frequencies of the vocal behaviors of 
these animals gowell into ultrasqnic ranges. Recognizing that the 
mo<le of locomodon of these animals is slow and deliberate, and that 
non-movement serves these animals as a d'ef'.ense against predators as 
well as an adaptation for preying on other spe~ies, th.e·re is great 
ethological significance in the.s:e animals having a vocal repertoire 
ranging int·o ultrasonic levels. Perhaps. the vocal behaviors observed 
here are only part of a continuum 9f vocal ·behaviors that go unnoticed 
to the human observer. It is known that certain vet·ebrates. e. g. 
dolphir.s. and eertain insects such as crickets and grasshoppers. 
.produce ultrasonic sounds and use the sounds to contlllunfcatc with each 
other. The clickins squnds produced by slow lorises l'esemble sounds 
prodl,lced· by insects such as the crickets and grasshoppers. Since the 
vocal range of lorises extends b-eyond the range of human hearing, 
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COQplete sonagr:apbic analysis for the condnuous recordins of en:tire 
observatiotl sessions will be necessary to study e.ottlpletely the vocal 
repe-rto:ire of these animals. 
In s:ummary1 t·he slow loris exhibits a very low incidence of 
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agonistic: behaviors with few dlfferen.:es between males 3nd fenl.'31es or 
adults and the juvenile. Jlehavior sequences, ~vallAated by the lag 
s.e~uential ana~ysis, are unclear (lnd highly unpredictable. Behavior 
sequenqe formulation could have· been af'fec:ted f.,y problems with the 
labeling of behavior categories such as vocal behaviors. Further 
research should focus on. studying these animals and related prodmians 
in a variety .of housing conditions to asc:er.tain whether or not 
differences between data obtabteci in other studies of the slow loris 
and other pros1mians are due to true spe~ies diff-erences or to the 
length of ti• the animals have been aS$0<:1ated with one .another. Orily 
after data are obtained on the slow loris and other proslm.ians can a 
more complete evolutionary perap.ettive be found for the entire Order 
Pr:tmates. 
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